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You don't hear a lot of jokes, puns, or
riddles in physics and biology, but
chemistry is full of them. Here is a
collection of reader-submitted chemistry
jokes and puns. Some of them are
groaners, but some are quite funny.
Chemistry and Element Jokes and
Puns - ThoughtCo
Periodic Table Puns Answer Key Periodic
Table Puns 1 1. What you do in a play Actinium - Ac 2. What you do to a
wrinkled shirt - Iron - Fe 3. “Tasty” part
of your mouth - Tungsten - W 4.
Someone who likes to start fires Arsenic - As 5. Superman’s weakness Krypton - Kr 6. Your brother or mine Bromine - Br 7. Extinct - Argon - Ar 8.
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Periodic Table Puns Answer Key Science Spot
View Chemistry Puns Answer from CHEM
101 at American International College.
Periodic Table Puns Ilkin Jabbarli Name: _
Directions: Use your imagination and the
elements in the Periodic Table to solve
Chemistry Puns Answer - Periodic
Table Puns Ilkin Jabbarli ...
Up and atom! The elements of a good
Chemistry pun are nerdy wordplay and
periodic table humor. Enjoy some funny
chemistry jokes, puns, and one-liners.
Scientists, teachers, and anyone with
science humor will giggle at a good play
on words about Chemistry. Whether
you’re a chemist or just try to remember
your favorite (or not-so-favorite) […]
Read more...
45 Chemistry Puns And Jokes Any
Science Nerd Will Love
And what better to learn a little
chemistry by using humor and puns?
The riddles and jokes will make you
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laugh and you can also use it to impress
your chemistry mates. Find the
collection of chemistry jokes, element
puns, chemistry riddles and much more
in the list given below. Funny Chemistry
Puns, Jokes and Riddles 1. Acid Riddle
Top Funny Chemistry Puns, Jokes
and Riddles: Chemistry Humor
Periodic Table Puns 1 * 1. What you do
in a play - Actinium - Ac * 2. What you do
to a wrinkled shirt - Iron - Fe * 3. “Tasty”
part of your mouth - Tungsten - W * 4.
Someone who likes to start ...
What are the answers to periodic
table puns? - Answers
Chemistry Puns? (Elements)? All of the
answers are elements on the periodic
table. 1.Lone Ranger&#39;s Horse.
2.Motto for an oil well-drilling company.
3.A ridiculous prisoner. 4.What do you
do before you brand a steer. 5.A popular
red or pink flower found in pots. 6.The
kitchen on a Roman ship. 7.A roll shaped
like an...
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Chemistry Puns? (Elements)? |
Yahoo Answers
The answers to chemistry depend on the
type of chemistry question you're
asking. ... If your like me and your doing
a Chemistry elements puns worksheet,
the answer is nitrogen.
What are the answers to these
Chemistry puns? - Answers
50 Chemistry Jokes. 1. Lose an electron?
Gotta keep an ion it. 2. Gold is the best
element because it’s AU-some. 3. I like
to hear chemistry puns, periodically. 4.
What do you call an acid with ...
50 Funny Chemistry Jokes and Puns
Start studying Chemistry Puns. Learn
vocabulary, terms, and more with
flashcards, games, and other study
tools.
Chemistry Puns Flashcards | Quizlet
Chemistry terminology and jargon is ripe
for puns and intellectual humor. Below is
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a collection of chemistry jokes, puns,
riddles, and one-liners.
Chemistry Jokes, Puns, and Riddles ThoughtCo
1.not thick 2.what people from manga
speak 3.what are you doing when you
are selling animal pelts 4.half of a dime
chemistry puns(elements)? | Yahoo
Answers
1.policeman 2.lone ranger's horse.
3.what should we do with a dead man?
4.if they are not here, then they..... 5.to
press a blouse 6. a motto for a well
drilling company 7.a fixture in your
house with a faucet and a drain
8.wholenium x 0.5= 9.a ridiculous
prisoner 10.a bruial chamber that
weighs 2000 pounds 11. guided or
directed 12. grab that guy!
PLZ HELP ON PERIODIC TABLE
PUNS? | Yahoo Answers
Students are given the Periodic Table of
Element Puns about various elements in
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the Periodic Table for homework. It is
another fun way to get to know the
elements without using flashcards. I tell
students that in future labs, we will be
working with chemicals and examine the
elements in each.
Periodic Table of Elements Puns
Sample Answers
Owen Stony Brook, NY, United States
Owen Doherty is a Ph.D. student at the
School of Marine and Atmospheric
Science at Stony Brook University,
having previously received his masters
at Stony Brook and his bachelors of
science in Atmospheric Science from
Cornell University.Owen is doing his
research on the transport of small
particles (primarily dust) in the
atmosphere over long distances.
Metro Environmental Blog:
Chemistry Puns (answers)
a fixture in your house with a facet and a
drain? wholenium X 0.5? someone who
helps people in distress is a good___
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after successfully riding a bronco a
rancher shouts, "___" burial chamber
that weighs 2000 pounds? boards that
have been nailed down to walk on?
person from norway, sweden, or finland?
MUST BE A REAL ELEMENT from the
periodic table of elements
Chemistry puns using periodic table
of the elements ...
Chemistry jokes can be funny
periodically, but physics jokes have
more potential. This one riffs off of the
alternate meanings of a major concept
from each science: the periodic table
and ...
Hilarious Chemistry Jokes That Will
Crack You Up
Don't have many puns, but I have many
jokes and pick up lines. So a neutron
walks into a bar. He sees all these drinks
that he wants to buy, so he asks the
bartender how much. The bartender
says: No charge for you! So a neutron
walks into a bar. He bumps into a wall,
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and says 'I think I lost an electron!'. His
friend says, "are you sure?!".
some funny chemistry puns? |
Yahoo Answers
Chemistry Element Puns. Source(s):
https://shrinke.im/a0NQK. 0 0 0. Login to
reply the answers Post; originalsmartie.
Lv 4. 1 decade ago. A tomb---krypton. 0
0 0. Login to reply the answers Post;
Hunter A. 1 decade ago. hey dustin the
answer is lutetium this is hunter see ya.
0 0 1. Login to reply the answers Post;
Still have ...
Chemistry Element Puns?? | Yahoo
Answers
Start studying Periodic Table puns. Learn
vocabulary, terms, and more with
flashcards, games, and other study
tools.
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